
Summary of Dec 2014 Playground Pupil  Survey  

Note – info below relates to  responses received to online survey – additional hard 

copy feedback has been received from teachers who got their pupils to do 

feedback exercises. 

• 14 online responses – all year groups represented. 

 

 

 

 

 

There are new and different ways to play in the new playground. 

 

Comments in relation to new and different ways to play: 

Most would like traversing wall.  

You can discover new ways to play.  

"There are definitely new ways but not all of them are good."  

  



I will have a better time playing in the new playground. 

 

Comments in relation to new playground: 

Some people worried about the sand being thrown about. Will we still have the 

Quiet Corner?  

The games will be more fun. One pupil said they liked the playground the way it is.  

A few were worried there would be too much to play on so there wouldn't be as 

much time for a quiet chat.  

22 - One person has concerns about brick walls taking up space in the playground. 9 

people thought the ampitheatre takes up too much space in it's current position.  

 

 

  



The school should keep the sports court 

 

Comments about sports court: 

Should be developed - grass or a soft material for playing football etc.  

Not really used. Used for line tig games and races. Takes up a lot of space.Better if 

smaller  

Keep it because you can play lots of different games on it that you couldn't play 

without it. Clubs like netball club uses it. The bike club really need the lines for brake 

tests.  

They would still like to play football though  

"It gets too hot sometimes to play games inside." "Takes up too much space" " Easier 

to play inside."  

9 15 people do not think that the sports court is used. Some people think after school 

clubs use it. Some people have concerns about the ban on football.  

 

  



The things I am looking forward to in the new playground 

 

 

Comments about new elements in the playground: 

Most were very excited about den building.  

Would like everyone to agree rules. Have a cover for the sand. Have a quiet space 

with a roof.  

The basketball lines should be repainted and that p7 are very keen on the sports 

area. We would like books in the quiet area. Add a roof on the top of the quiet area. 

Can p7s still go to the meadows? Can we add specific lines for 4 square games 

because lots of people are interested in this? Make our playground colourful and 

not ful of obstacles without any interesting designs.  

The new playground is going to be absolutely great! How will we travel safely to 

nature area? Looking forward to all of the things in the new playground. I'm looking 

forward to it because it is really going to change our playground and we will have 

two playgrounds. It will be much nicer because it will be quieter when some people 

are in the other playground.  

Most excited about going across the road and building dens  

We like grass but not sand and gravel.  

Several children have concerns about dog waste in the nature area and would like 

prominent signs. One person said they would like grass. A couple of people thought 

astroturf would be better as the grass will get mashed. Eleven people said they 

would like a place to play football.  

 



What we might change and why – pupil suggestions: 

Don't have too many things. Too much grass would be mucky. Cover the sand area.  

Add - monkey bars, pirate ship to climb with ladders, ropes, slide, tree to climb with 

ropes etc, an area for scooting and cycling maybe a ramp, more supervisors and 

adults, see-saw, tree house, hill area. remove - don't like the sand as will make a 

mess and leave sand all over the playground and school. update ampitheatre too. 

Raise it up and put a slide down the side.  

Move the traversing climb to a place where there is grass and raise grass behind it so 

you can climb up it. Add a slide.  

Class are unsure about the sand pit, getting wet and sandy. Will we be able to use it 

in the winter? Could we have monkey bars? Is the traversing wall staying? most the 

class would like it to. Could we have a slide coming of the raised platform? Will the 

herb garden be staying?  

The sand pit because it will get dirty, blow around and cats might go into it. Jumping 

wall might be dangerous for younger pupils  

What will happen when it rains and the sand gets wet? Could there be a shelter over 

it? It would be good if we kept a quiet corner (not necessarily the one we have at 

the moment). Maybe there should be more strict rules about the quiet corner 

because it's not really that quiet. Can we keep the circle near the quiet corner 

because you can play lots of games on it? I think we should keep the basketball 

hoops and put actual nets in the rings.  

Fraser thinks the sand will get in your shoes and would get everywhere. Paloma 

would like to keep the mushrooms in the quiet corner. Kirsten would like to keep the 

quiet corner.  

see PMI sheets  

a pretend mining area for digging a castle a roundabout a pirate ship a slide a 

trampoline a swing a toy car a bouncy castle giant lego  

Add a roundabout and swings for fun. Change the gates because they are heavy. 

The basketball hoops should be together on a court or they aren't useful  

 


